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10 Essentials To Save Your SIGHT

Edward C. Kondrot, MD, MD(H), CCH, DHt, FCOSDr. Kondrot is a world leading Homeopathic
Ophthalmologist who devotes his practice to traditional and alternative therapies for the treatment of
eye disease. His prestigious Center for Healing the Eye promotes wellness of sight, body, mind and
spirit. The Center treats patients who seek holistic, non-invasive therapies for eye problems that
include macular degeneration, glaucoma, cataracts, eyestrain and other eye disorders.Dr. Kondrot
is the host of the weekly radio show, Healthy Vision Talk Radio, on KFNX. He is a sought after
speaker, and the author of Healing the Eye the Natural Way and Microcurrent Stimulation: Miracle
Eye Cure. This is his third book. For more information about Dr. Kondrot or his practice, please visit
www.HealingTheEye.com. To reach Dr. Kondrot directly, email DrKondrot@HealingTheEye.com.
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As a registered nurse, it is my experience that it is common practice for most medical doctors,
including ophthalmologists to treat symptoms rather than root causes. That's what makes Dr.
Kondrot different - board certified as an ophthalmologist and homeopathic physician, his concern

goes way deeper than symptom management.Most people are not aware that the eyes provide a
window of what is actually going on in the rest of the body. Many times it is the eye doctor who
detects undiagnosed high blood pressure or diabetes because of what he/she sees during an eye
exam. The foundation of this book provides recommendations that are not only specific to improving
the health of one's eyes, but the total health of the person.Read it and improve not only your vision,
but your health as well.Leslie Degner, RN, BSN

I have been in the ophthalmology field for over 40 years but have also been a believer in alternative
therapies. Dr. Kondrot is the first synergistic ophthalmologist I have become familiar with in my
career and so I was very excited to read his book.The book is well-written, easy to understand and
informative about alternative methods of preventing and treating various ocular diseases. This book
is well worth reading to learn how to care for your precious vision in a natural way.

Thereâ€™s a lot of information in this book. It includes info on what supplements to take, different
treatments, etc. The doctor is also a Homeopath who uses homeopathic medicine in his practice
and gives some advice on what to take. I really canâ€™t say more at this point or give it more than
four stars until Iâ€™ve formed a definite opinion of this book, because Iâ€™m slowly reading it trying
to take it all in. I do think it could be of use to those who seek solutions to saving their sight.

I was already on the get healthy by eating better track when I came across this book . I am not
financially able to do the one week at the eye clinic, but I will be using the free information in the
book to improve my site. All of the information in this book is amazing. I had know idea any of this
even existed. Thank you Dr. Kondrot

I'm so happy I heard about Dr. Kondrot and learned about his approach to eye care. I think this book
is a must for everyone to read, and if having problems, follow his advise and make an appointment.
You will not learn this information from your health care specialists. This is a mandatory approach to
living a healthy life. I must thank Dr. Kondrot for the information.

Everyone seeking ophthalmic holistic health should read Dr Kondrot's book. Glaucoma, cataracts,
macular degeneration and other eye conditions are covered. The book is comprehensive and a very
easy read. He is very knowledgable utilizing conventional and integrative medical therapies
including homeopathy, microcurrent, ozone and others. The Kondrot 3 day Restore Vision Program

is successful at improving serious visual loss. It is a great guide to overall holistic health. I highly
recommend this essential guide to save your sight.F. Matalone,DO,NMD,ABIHM,DAAPM

This book was recommended to me when I was experiencing eye problems. I read it in one
weekend. It is so well written and simple to understand. On the strength of the book I drove 2 hours
for a consult with dr kondrot. It was well worth it.

Don't sit back and accept the doctors report! You have a say! I prayed about a what I could do to
help my vision and I believe the Lord connected me with Dr. Kondrot's book. It's a great beginning
to my healing process. May the Lord greatly bless Dr. Kondrot for his love and compassion for his
patients! I am thankful for doctors but they don't take the place of God, He is our creator and maker.
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